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A B S T R A C T   

Theory building is a central goal in most research disciplines, and it is difficult to overstate the importance of 
theory in a research endeavor. This paper builds on a study of theory building in several disciplines so as to: (1) 
synthesize it into a framework, and (2) support the development and evaluation of theory in project management 
research. Four types of theory, prescriptive, descriptive, predictive, and practice, are presented. Four ’classic’ 
papers are used as a retrospective illustration of applying the framework. The paper concludes with a broader 
discussion regarding the ongoing debate about building better theory in the project management discipline.   

1. Introduction 

To build better theory, theorists have to “think better.” 

(Weick, 1989: 529) 

This paper is about developing a meta-theoretical framework for 
theory building in project management, where meta-theory is under-
stood as theory about theory. 

Building theory (Dubin, 1978) and delivering a theoretical contri-
bution (Whetten, 1989) are central goals in most research disciplines, 
and it is difficult to overstate the importance of theory in a research 
endeavor (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007). There is an understanding 
that knowledge is enhanced in a discipline through high-quality theory 
as well as improving the abilities of practitioners to apply theories in an 
effective way (Weber, 2012: 2). A number of scholars in various disci-
plines have, therefore, sought to describe the aim, structure, and char-
acteristics of high-quality theory (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007; 
Dubin, 1978; Gregor, 2006; Sutton & Staw, 1995; Weick, 1995; Whet-
ten, 1989). 

These considerations about building theory and delivering a theo-
retical contribution also apply to the project management discipline, 
where there has been a continuing quest over many years to improve 
theory building and strengthen the theoretical basis (Jugdev, 2008; 
Koskela & Howell, 2002; Niknazar & Bourgault, 2017; Shenhar & Dvir, 
1996; Söderlund, 2004). A related discussion stems from the fact that 

project management is both a scientific discipline and a professional 
discipline, and therefore strong practice theories are needed to address 
the theory‒practice dyad involving reflective practice and situated 
theorization, but such theories are in short supply (Lalonde, Bourgault & 
Findeli, 2010). Müller and Klein (2018)) suggested that the lack of 
theoretical contributions is a recurring reason for desk rejections in the 
Project Management Journal (PMJ). Niknazar and Bourgault (2017) 
concluded in their paper about theories for classification that “we are 
still in the early stages of theory development in project management,” 
indicating that there are opportunities to raise the bar with regard to 
theory building and the delivery of a theoretical contribution. 

Despite the widespread acceptance of the importance of theory 
building across disciplines, including project management, building a 
theory is a highly challenging task (Shepherd & Suddaby, 2017; Weick, 
1995). In response, there is a growing body of literature about “how to 
build theories” in management (Shepherd & Suddaby, 2017) and other 
disciplines, such as information systems (Hart & Gregor, 2012). This 
literature about the process of theorizing shares both similarities and 
differences across disciplines, so theory building within a given disci-
pline has its own characteristics (Lalonde et al., 2010) but shares 
“common goods.” This means less mature disciplines can learn from 
more mature disciplines (Jugdev, 2008), and, in line with Niknazar and 
Bourgault (2017: 192), this paper looks to other disciplines, especially 
management. The literature about theory building in the project man-
agement discipline is sprouting up with some papers that guide re-
searchers in developing high-quality theories and refining existing ones 
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(e.g. Geraldi, Söderlund & Marrewijk, 2020, Jugdev, 2004, Jugdev, 
2008, Lalonde et al., 2010, Meredith, 2002, Müller & Klein, 2018, 
Niknazar & Bourgault, 2017, Söderlund, 2004) (see also Appendix A for 
a more complete list). However, we lack a review of the current body of 
knowledge in the project management discipline, and of knowledge 
from other disciplines, to support cross-fertilization (Davies, Manning & 
Söderlund, 2018; Söderlund, 2011a). 

This leads to the purpose of this paper: to examine literature about 
theory building in the project management discipline and integrate it 
with knowledge from other disciplines to develop a meta-theoretical 
framework for theory building in project management. This meta- 
theoretical inquiry proposes to address the following research ques-
tions: (1) What types of theories are relevant for the project management 
discipline? (2) How could these theories be structured? We then move 
from structural questions about theory to the process of theorizing (Weick, 
1995) and ask (3) What theory building activities can support 
theorization? 

In order to address these questions, we suggest a meta-theoretical 
framework. The framework includes four interrelated theory type-
s—prescriptive theory, descriptive theory, predictive theory, and prac-
tice theory—which cover relevant theoretical perspectives. The 
boundary for the framework is the project management discipline in a 
broad sense (Geraldi & Söderlund, 2018; Morris, 2013), and the focus of 
the paper is on the structure of theory as well as the process of theorizing 
but not on project management theories per se (Söderlund, 2011a, 
2011b). The framework is intended to stimulate the theoretical foun-
dation for research by offering a broad, holistic, and coherent presen-
tation of meta-theoretical topics for project management. 

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. It first provides a 
presentation of the method applied. It then considers philosophical and 
disciplinary orientations toward theory, advocating paradigmatic 
pluralism. The four theory types are described as ideal types, and this is 
followed by a discussion on the ontology of theory and theorizing ac-
tivities, leading to the meta-theoretical framework. The framework is 
then applied to four classical papers to illustrate its use. Finally, the 
paper concludes with a discussion about building better theories. 

2. Method 

The method used to develop the meta-theoretical framework can be 
divided into three parts, as outlined below. 

Literature search and selection across disciplines (Part 1). This 
part is focused on theory types, the structure of theory, and theory 
building across disciplines. We performed a snowball search (Wohlin, 
2014) to collect publications about these topics, starting with a rela-
tively small set of papers (Gregor, 2006; Müller & Klein, 2018; Niknazar 
& Bourgault, 2017; Sutton & Staw, 1995; Weick, 1995; Whetten, 1989), 
and then used forward and backward searches (Webster & Watson, 
2002). This resulted in 79 publications (books and journal papers) (see 
Appendix A). All these publications were found by means of the snow-
ball search, except the project management papers, which were identi-
fied in Part 2. We chose selective reading in which relevant parts of 
papers and books were read. The analysis process was both inductive 
and deductive; inductive to obtain new ideas and inspiration, and 
deductive to search for particular themes, such as theory types. The 
selected publications are listed and briefly described in Appendix A. The 
focus of the paper was sharpened over time, and ended up including the 
following themes: theory types, structure of theory, and theorizing ac-
tivities. These themes were created by “imported meta-theory” (Moody, 
Iacob & Amrit, 2010) from other disciplines and integrated with the 
knowledge base within the project management discipline. 

Literature search and selection within the project management 
discipline (Part 2). We began with a structured literature review 
(Denyer & Tranfield, 2009) with several search strings, but this only 
yielded a few publications. We then used these few papers in the same 
process as in Part 1, with forward and backward searches (Webster & 

Watson, 2002). The peer review process then added a considerable 
number of papers (e.g. Jacobsson & Söderholm, 2011, Lalonde et al., 
2010), and showed that high quality reviews are an important part of the 
paper writing process. 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the project management disci-
pline were considered, and we encountered two closely related and 
sometimes intertwined debates. The first debate is about the need for the 
project management discipline to have its own native theories 
(Söderlund, 2004; Turner, 2006). A native theory can be understood as 
an indigenous theory specifically developed for project management 
(Moody et al., 2010: 12)—a classical example of a native theory is “A 
theory of the temporary organization” (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995). The 
second but related debate concerns the need in our discipline to raise the 
bar concerning theoretical contributions, and to deliver high-quality 
theory (Müller & Klein, 2018). This paper deals with the second 
debate, and this was used to select papers. Part 1 and Part 2 led to the 
development of the meta-theoretical framework that we propose in this 
paper. 

Applying the meta-theoretical framework (Part 3). We applied 
the framework to four classical papers (Söderlund & Geraldi, 2012) 
which were selected according to the following criteria: (1) a classical 
text, (2) number of citations >200, and (3) a fit with the ideal theory 
type. The purpose of Part 3 is to provide some illustrative examples of 
applying the meta-theoretical framework, but not to present a detailed 
analysis of these papers. 

Parts 1, 2, and 3 could give the impression of a very structured 
process for this conceptual study but that is not the full story, as some 
part of the process have been creative (Shalley, 2012) with disciplined 
imagination (Weick, 1989) while other parts have been more structured. 
It is important to emphasize this in a paper about theory building. 
Finally, the paper is multi-paradigmatic, embracing many philosophical 
and methodological orientations. 

3. Theory types, structure of theory and theory building 

Explaining and defining meta-theoretical concepts is a very complex 
endeavor, and it is impossible to condense a span of hundreds of years of 
extensive discussion into meaningful focused descriptions in this paper. 
We therefore outline different perspectives, and are inclusive, which 
means adopting a broader view instead of a narrower view of theory and 
theory building. 

3.1. Describing philosophical and disciplinary orientations toward theory 

The differences in views of theory are related to both philosophical 
and disciplinary orientations, and the natural sciences, which apply 
“empirical verifications based on direct observations and experience as 
per laws of physics”, are a relevant starting point (Jugdev, 2004: 16). 
Here, theory provides explanations and predictions, and is expected to 
be testable (Gregor, 2006), and this perspective is widely adopted in 
social science. The underlying philosophical understanding is generally 
positivistic or post-positivistic, with an ontological objective worldview 
that reality exists “out there” to be discovered (Neuman, 2014). With 
this orientation, theory might be defined as follows (Kerlinger, 1973: 9): 

A theory is a set of interrelated constructs (concepts), definitions, and 
propositions that presents a systematic view of phenomena by 
specifying relations among variables, with the purpose of explaining 
and predicting the phenomena. 

Positivism was developed in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries (Schwandt, 2007: 233), and today has been overtaken by 
post-positivistic positions (Patton, 2002: 92–93). Many people assume 
that the positivist approach is science. The assumption in positivism is 
that there is one logic to which science must conform, whether it is social 
science or natural science, so all sciences share a common set of 
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principles and beliefs (Neuman, 2014: 97). The study of organizations 
has been driven mainly by the positivistic paradigm, so the under-
standing of what theory and theory building are has been confined to a 
large extent by this paradigmatic choice (Gioia & Pitre, 1990: 586). 

Despite the dominance of positivism in its all variants, there are other 
philosophical orientations, such as interpretivism. Interpretivism is 
rooted in a deep understanding (verstehen) of the lived experience of 
people in specific historical settings (Neuman, 2014: 103). Interpreti-
vism is related to hermeneutics and social constructionism (Schwandt, 
2000), as well as other subjectivist orientations (cf. Burrell & Morgan, 
1979). 

Theory in interpretivism tells a story, and seeks to provide an 
interpretative explanation. It attempts to provide the readers with a 
deep understanding of lived experiences by describing meanings, values, 
interpretations, and rules. Theory is considered true if it makes sense to 
those who are studied (Neuman, 2014: 107). Interpretive theories 
include “descriptions, insights, and explanations of events so that the 
system of interpretations and meaning, and the structuring and orga-
nizing processes, are revealed” (Gioia & Pitre, 1990: 588). 

Studies of philosophical orientations in the project management 
discipline demonstrate that positivism and interpretivism appear to be 
the dominating paradigms, also called hard and soft paradigms 
(Pollack, 2007). Smyth and Morris (2007) showed that positivism was 
the dominant paradigm in more than 66% percent of publications in 
IJPM in 2005 (68 papers), while Biedenbach and Müller (2011) studied 
IRNOP conference papers from 1994, 2000, and 2007 (116 papers) and 
found that interpretivism was dominant, although there was a growth of 
positivist studies. The positivistic orientation has a normative and pre-
scriptive focus on models and techniques to plan and control projects, 
while the interpretivistic orientation has a descriptive and analytical focus 
that views projects as a social system (Jacobsson & Söderholm, 2011). 
The paradigmatic studies by Biedenbach and Müller (2011) and Smyth 
and Morris (2007) also pointed out that other philosophical orienta-
tions, such as critical realism, pragmatism, and post-modernism, are 
close to nonexistent, however, these studies are 10‒15 years old, so the 
current situation might be different, and alternative understandings are 
emerging. 

The rethinking project management movement (Winter, Smith, 
Morris & Cicmil, 2006) has fostered new research directions and 

continues to be viable (Svejvig & Andersen, 2015), not least because of 
its focus on actuality in projects, with respect to which Cicmil, Williams, 
Thomas and Hodgson (2006: 675) claimed that the project management 
discipline does not need more research into what should be done or the 
use of traditional project management practices; instead, there is a need 
to take the lived experiences of practitioners in projects seriously. This 
was later related to the practice turn in project management, also known 
as project-as-practice (Blomquist, Hällgren, Nilsson & Söderholm, 2010; 
Hällgren & Söderholm, 2011). These practice studies are philosophically 
oriented to pragmatism (Cicmil et al., 2006), which Lalonde et al. 
(2010): 22) explains as follows: 

The term pragmatism, [is] derived from the Greek pragmata, 
meaning “action,”… pragmatism proposes an instrumental inter-
pretation of ideas whose value is measured by their concrete con-
sequences for the practice and for the habits they engender in people. 

The pragmatic philosophy aims to reconcile rationalism and empir-
icism, in which knowing and doing are understood as the same process, 
and theories are not true or false but better or worse instruments (Van de 
Ven, 2007: 40) in guiding action and change (Goldkuhl, 2012). 

This rather brief presentation of philosophical and disciplinary ori-
entations toward theory means that we summarize the inclusive un-
derstanding of theory “as any coherent description or explanation of 
observed or experienced phenomena” (Gioia & Pitre, 1990: 587). 

3.2. Developing a framework for theory types in project management 

The previous section presented an overview of theory from several 
orientations, and this section focuses on developing a framework for 
theory types. 

There is a multiplicity of theory types across disciplines. The many 
types are at different abstraction levels, and there is some overlap 
depending on the terminology used (see Appendix A for examples). 
What follows is a brief sketch of theory types and related classifications. 
Dubin (1976, 1978: 19–20) is a central and seminal source, and suggests 
two theory types, “theories for prediction” (predictive theories) and 
“theories for understanding” (descriptive theories) based on the goal of 
science; his work is well-cited among management scholars (Colquitt & 
Zapata-Phelan, 2007; Shepherd & Suddaby, 2017; Sutton & Staw, 1995; 
Whetten, 1989). This dyad has thus not only been influential but has 
created tensions between the two orientations (Gioia & Pitre, 1990; 
Sutton & Staw, 1995; Weick, 1995). The dyad in project management is 
different, with the discussion centered on prescriptive theory versus 
descriptive theory (Jacobsson & Söderholm, 2011; Packendorff, 1995; 
Smyth & Morris, 2007; Söderlund, 2004). The two dyads show that even 
though management and project management are adjacent disciplines, 
they have taken different paths. The project management discipline has 
advanced beyond this dyadic discussion, with Blomquist et al. (2010) 
presenting a more elaborated work with three approaches to project 
management research, the traditional system theory (prescriptive the-
ory), process theory, and practice theory. Lalonde et al. (2010)) com-
plemented the work of Blomquist et al. (2010) work with a typology of 
four theories: heuristic (no theory), prescriptive theory, descriptive 
theory, and practice theory. Although there are differences in vocabu-
lary, there is some convergence on the fundamental theory types within 
project management, but interestingly, both Blomquist et al. (2010) and 
Lalonde et al. (2010)) missed the predictive theory type, which is not 
only dominant in the management discipline, but also present in project 
management research (e.g. Musawir, Serra, Zwikael & Ali, 2017, Pinto 
& Prescott, 1988), and is the most common paradigm according to 
Niederman, Müller and March (2018): 7) (the paper uses the term 
“variance theory”, which is called “predictive theory” in this paper). 

Examining two other disciplines reveals that nursing uses a classifi-
cation which consists of descriptive theory, explanatory theory, and 
predictive theory (Fawcett & Downs, 1992), and that the information 

Fig. 1. Meta-theoretical framework with theory types.  
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systems discipline uses a taxonomy containing five theory types as 
developed by Gregor (2006), who outlined four primary goals: theory 
analysis, explanation, prediction and prescription. All four disciplines 
presented here have in common that they are both scientific and pro-
fessional disciplines, with the need to challenge and contribute to sci-
entific knowledge, and to apply that knowledge to practice (Van de Ven, 
1989). 

This paper follows in the footsteps of these earlier classifications 
across disciplines, and proposes a synthesis with four theory types, 
prescriptive, descriptive, predictive, and practice theory, as they are 
relevant for the project management discipline. The four theory types 
are shown in Fig. 1 with an additional type called hybrid theory, which 
indicates a possible combination of two or more theory types: 

Fig. 1 shows the four ideal theory types chosen in this paper. The 
ideal types present a pure, abstract model of a theory (Neuman, 2014: 
65). These ideal types do not necessarily represent a real theory, as 
theories might be more or less similar to the ideal types (adapted from 
Niknazar & Bourgault, 2017: 195). The hybrid theory shown on the 
figure is not an ideal type, but rather a combination of several ideal 
types, and therefore not an independent ideal type. Hybrid theory em-
phasizes that it may not be so straightforward to assign a theory to an 
ideal theory type, however, and it might be relevant to look for hybrids. 
Hybrid theories that intentionally cover more theory types may even be 
the best theories (DiMaggio, 1995: 392). Each theory type is described 
below. 

Prescriptive theory is classical project management with generic 
ideal models for planning and controlling projects (Jacobsson & 
Söderholm, 2011; Packendorff, 1995). Prescriptive means “how to do 
something” (Gregor, 2006: 620) —that is, it provides some kind of 
recipe to follow and sometimes has a normative (implicit) agenda which 
indicates “what ought to happen” (Smyth & Morris, 2007: 426). The 
logic of prescription is ‘if you want to achieve Y in situation Z, then 
perform action X.’ Many prescriptions are of a heuristic nature, how-
ever, and they might be described as ‘if you want to achieve Y in situ-
ation Z, then something like action X will help’ (van Aken, 2004: 227). 

Descriptive theory developed as a counterpoint to classical project 
management with projects as social systems and temporary organiza-
tions (Packendorff, 1995). The “Scandinavian school of project man-
agement”, which is focused on sociological perspectives, is associated 
with the term (Lalonde et al., 2010: 23), although descriptive theory has 
a broader scope. Its purpose is to “paint a picture” either qualitatively 
(words) or quantitatively (numbers), or both, and to potentially present 
classifications, taxonomies, and typologies (Neuman, 2014: 38) of in-
dividuals, groups, situations, projects, events, or organizations and state 
what is (Fawcett & Downs, 1992: 7). 

Predictive theory moves beyond description to the prediction of 
precise relationships between two or more concepts, and answers the 
question of “what will happen if ….” There are many kinds of 

relationships, for example, deterministic (if X, then always Y) or prob-
abilistic (if X, then probably Y) (Fawcett & Downs, 1992: 10, 32–34). 
Theory contains predictive statements (hypotheses with empirical in-
dicators), so it is possible to test it (Dubin, 1978). 

Practice theory is a newcomer, which draws on the field of sociol-
ogy of management practice (Cicmil et al., 2006), and is related to the 
larger practice-turn in management and organization studies (Feldman 
& Orlikowski, 2011; Nicolini, 2013). Practice theory “focuses on 
describing the process through the identification of local situated ac-
tions” (Blomquist et al., 2010: 8). It is about reflective practice and 
situated theory (Lalonde et al., 2010) pertaining to praxis, practices, and 
practitioners (Hällgren & Söderholm, 2011). 

Table 1 describes the characteristics of the four theory types, with 
their philosophical and methodological orientations as well as examples 
of other disciplines which are using the theory types: 

Table 1 describes typical philosophical and methodological orienta-
tions, and highlights that these orientations can be combined in many 
ways, as described by Guba and Lincoln (1994: 105): “From our 
perspective, both qualitative and quantitative methods may be used 
appropriately with any research paradigm. Questions of method are 
secondary to questions of paradigm.” The table also indicates that the 
theory types are shared with several other disciplines. 

The selection of the four ideal types can be questioned with respect to 
which theory types to include and exclude; the selection strives for a 
delicate balance between being comprehensive enough and still parsi-
monious. A comparison of the meta-theoretical framework with 
Appendix A shows that at least three important theory types are not 
included: explanatory theory, process theory, and action/design theory. 

Explanatory theory relates to more forms of explanation: causal 
explanation expressed in terms of causes and effects (causal mecha-
nism); structural explanation as to why things happened and how things 
work, as expressed by the overall structure; and interpretative expla-
nation which fosters understanding in terms of socially constructed 
meanings (Neuman, 2014: 73–84). Causal explanations (Erklärung) are 
often associated with predictive theory, and thus both predict and 
explain, and interpretive explanations (Verstehen) might be part of 
descriptive theory (cf. Schwandt, 2007: 314–317). 

Process theory describes a process and how the process relates to the 
structure (Blomquist et al., 2010). Process theory has been around for a 
long time (Mohr, 1982) and has received increased attention in the last 
decade or so (Blomquist et al., 2010; Niederman et al., 2018; Sergi, 
Crevani & Aubry, 2020). One understanding of process theory is that it 
“focuses on sequences of activities, their durations, and the intervals 
between them, as they lead to specific outcomes” (Niederman et al., 
2018: 7), but Sergi et al. (2020: 4) suggested a different conceptuali-
zation with a focus on process thinking to extend the understanding of 
project organizing. Process theory could take many forms, and, in 
principle, can subscribe to all the theory types. 

Table 1 
Philosophical and methodological orientations of the four theory types.   

Prescriptive theory Descriptive theory Predictive  
theory 

Practice theory  

← ← Hybrid theories → → 
Focus Focuses on rational 

structures and how they can 
best be managed 

Focuses on describing social 
systems with actors and their 
interactions 

Focuses on predicting a 
relationship between concepts 

Focuses on describing the process 
through the identification of local 
situated actions 

Typical philosophical 
orientations 

Positivism and pragmatism Interpretivism Positivism Pragmatism 

Typical methodological 
orientations 

Instrumental approach to 
develop management 
models and tools 

Inductive, small samples, in- 
depth investigations, 
qualitative methods 

Deductive, highly structured, large 
samples, quantitative methods, 
surveys, experiments 

Rich ethnographic studies, mixed 
methods, and action research 

Examples of other 
disciplines applying the 
theory type 

Engineering and scientific 
management 

Sociology, political science, 
anthropology, social science 

Management, sociology, natural 
science 

Medicine, engineering, architecture, 
urban planning, psychotherapy, law, 
teaching, and management 

The table is adapted from the following references: (1) Cicmil et al. (2006)), (2) Smyth and Morris (2007), (3) Lalonde et al. (2010)), (4) Blomquist et al. (2010), (5) 
Biedenbach and Müller (2011), and (6) Saunders et al. (2016). 
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Finally, there is action and design research, which is prescription driven 
research. Action research is broadly used in many disciplines (Cassell & 
Johnson, 2016; Svejvig, Sankaran & Lindhult, 2021), and design 
research (Simon, 1996) is used in disciplines such as medicine, engi-
neering, and information systems, and is also found in management 
(Romme, 2003; van Aken, 2004). This is thus also prescriptive theory, 
but it is different from classical project management research in which 
models are developed intuitively through experiential learning and are 
not supported by empirical evidence (Smyth & Morris, 2007: 426). On 
the contrary, action and design research has a dual focus on solving 
practical problems while developing new theoretical insights (Hevner, 
March, Park & Ram, 2004; Romme, 2003; Van de Ven, 2007). It does 
typically subscribe to prescriptive theory, but it is often combined with 
other theory types. 

3.3. Understanding the structure of theory 

This section will focus on deconstructing theory into structure and 
components—the ontology of theory. Specifying the components and 
structure can guide researchers in designing and building their own 
theories, and analyzing, testing, and evaluating the theories of others. 
This topic has received attention in the project management discipline, 
albeit relatively sparsely. 

Meredith (2002) suggested that research consists of an iterative 
process of description, explanation, and testing. A first step could be 
models that describe, reflect, or represent events, objects, or processes, 
but do not explain them. There are multiple ways of representing these 
conceptual models (boxes, arrows, taxonomies, typologies, mathemat-
ical expressions), but they do not answer the important question of 
“why.” As the models become more complex, with many variables and 
factors, they turn into frameworks, which are essentially pre-theories. 
Continuing the endeavor might lead to full-blown theories. Meredith 
cited Dubin’s (1969) proposition that a good theory must: (1) include 
the relationships between its variables/attributes; (2) include some 
criteria that define its boundaries; (3) improve the understanding of the 
phenomenon or allow predictions to be made about it; and (4) be 
interesting (i.e., not trivial, obvious, or ridiculous). Jugdev (2004: 17) 
continued this discussion and presented four characteristics of a good 
theory based on Arnoult (1972): testability, the ability to correctly 
explain phenomena, fertility (new ideas), and simplicity (being elegant 
and parsimonious). 

Much later, Niknazar and Bourgault (2017: 199) proposed typologies 
as important “theory components,” citing Doty and Glick (1994) for 
their key criteria for typologies: (1) constructs are identified, (2) re-
lationships are specified, and (3) relationships must be falsifiable. Nie-
derman et al. (2018: 8) presented their view of the components of a 
process theory as consisting of the input, actions (events), and conse-
quents (final output) used in conceptual frameworks for theorizing. 
Finally, Müller and Klein (2018: 4) specified that theories are made up of 
three essential elements: what (variables, concepts, etc.), how (between 
variable relationships), and why (reasons behind the relationships). 

The problem with the cited authors (Arnoult, 1972; Doty & Glick, 
1994; Dubin, 1969) in the project management papers is that they 
belong to the positivistic paradigm which focuses on explanation, pre-
diction, and testing; but that it is necessary to go beyond this orientation 
in the broader conception of theory proposed in this paper. An example 
of this is Fawcett and Downs (1992), who proposed “concepts” as 
observational terms, constructs, theoretical terms, and units in many 
variations (e.g., relational and statistical units). They also introduced 
diagrams as a component of theory, such as conceptual maps, matrices, 
inventories of causes, and causal models. The use of diagrams is related 
to conceptual research methodologies, including the development of 
classifications, taxonomies, and typologies (McKelvey, 1978; Meredith, 
1993; Niknazar & Bourgault, 2017). Finally, Weber (2012) divided 
theory into parts (components) and the whole, which has emergent at-
tributes and consists of levels, parsimony, importance, novelty, and 

falsifiability, all relevant when evaluating and assessing the quality of a 
theory. Weber touched on an important issue with the deconstruction of 
theory, that is, that the process could be reductionist (Rosenthal, 2018), 
especially when related to classical reading (Dubin, 1978; Kerlinger, 
1973). This paper agrees with Weber (2012) that a theory consists of 
parts and a whole, which is irreducible to the parts (Rosenthal, 2018). 

Below is a systematic presentation of the structure of theory inte-
grating the existing body of knowledge (e.g. Jugdev, 2008; Meredith, 
2002), with new insights from other disciplines (Appendix A). The topics 
relate to the parts and/or the whole of theory. 

Purpose and boundaries: The purpose of the theory should describe 
its overall understanding and its raison d’être. A theory often represents 
an empirical system, and it is necessary to define the boundary condi-
tions (Dubin, 1978). A boundary condition, for example, could be that a 
theory applies to females. Setting boundaries is important in theory 
building, and is intended to describe where, when, and why a theory 
works best. The ability to delineate the boundary conditions associated 
with a theory is a proxy for quality (Gray & Cooper, 2009: 626–627). 

Concepts: This paper use concepts instead of units (Dubin, 1978), 
constructs, variables, or definitions (Kerlinger, 1973) to allow for a more 
multifaceted understanding of the building blocks of theory (Neuman, 
2014). Concepts range from ideas, thoughts, and ways of thinking about 
and grasping social phenomena (Thorpe, 2018: 12), to more formalized 
concepts that can be used to categorize, interpret, and structure a phe-
nomenon (Fawcett & Downs, 1992: 19). The level of abstraction varies 
from very abstract concepts, such as self-esteem, to empirical, easily 
observable concepts, such as temperature. Two or more concepts can 
even be used to develop typologies and taxonomies (Neuman, 2014). 

Relationships: Concepts are connected by relationships, and there 
are many kinds of characteristics associated with relationships, such as 
the “strengths and symmetry of the relationship,” “concurrent and 
sequential relationship,” and “deterministic and probabilistic relation-
ship,” for example (Fawcett & Downs, 1992: 30–32). Relationships can 
be expressed as propositions, which are theoretical relationships be-
tween two or more concepts. There are different forms of explanation 
associated with a relationship, for example, causal, structural, and 
interpretive (Neuman, 2014: 68). 

Representations: Theories have to be represented in some way, and 
conceptual modeling (Fawcett & Downs, 1992; Meredith, 1993) is a 
useful part of the theorizing process (Weick, 1995) to create these rep-
resentations. Means of representation include words, mathematical ex-
pressions, symbolic logic, diagrams, and tables, sometimes enriched 
with pictures and models (Gregor, 2006: 620); narratives (DiMaggio, 
1995), storytelling (Pollock & Bono, 2013), and metaphors (Shepherd & 
Suddaby, 2017) show the variety of representations, although these are 
not exhaustive. 

Predictive statements: Predictive statements are hypotheses with 
empirical indicators (variables or units) that can be tested empirically 
(Dubin, 1978; Kerlinger, 1973). 

Prescriptive statements: These are statements that guide “how to 
do something,” for example, a technological rule such as “a chunk of 
general knowledge, linking an intervention or artifact with a desired 
outcome or performance in a certain field of application” (van Aken, 
2004: 228). 

Philosophy and methodology: The paradigmatic stance in a paper 
and insight as to “how a paper is produced” (method/methodology 
description) is relevant for all types of papers, and is part of the basic 
classification of papers (Biedenbach & Müller, 2011; Pollack, 2007; 
Smyth & Morris, 2007) which underlines the need and rationale behind 
being explicit about both topics. 

Quality: It is important to consider what a good theory is (Jugdev, 
2008; Shalley, 2012), and to identify what is high-quality in a theory; 
but this is a subjective endeavor. This is an important starting point for 
writing a good theory and can be used to evaluate the theory from both a 
formative (ex-ante) and summative (ex-post) perspective. The signifi-
cance or importance of a theory is an obvious criterion. Theoretical 
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significance is sometimes evaluated by citations, which, however, must 
be treated cautiously, albeit still being relevant indicators. Practical 
significance is also important, that is, asking about the degree to which 
practitioners, managers, and consultants use the theory and the practical 
challenges that the theory has solved (Fawcett & Downs, 1992; Weber, 
2012). The principle of parsimony is another quality criterion that is often 
illustrated by Ockham’s razor, which claims that a simpler solution 
raises the probability of being correct compared with a complex one 
(Sober, 1981). A final quality criterion is novelty or originality (Mar-
tinsuo & Huemann, 2020), which concerns whether a theory is revela-
tory or transformative in contrast with being incremental (Weber, 2012: 
14), which is related to the statement by Müller and Klein (2018: 3) that 
articles should be “interesting plus [make a] theoretical contribution” 
(see also Davis (1971)). 

Related research: “No theory is an island,” to rewrite Engwall’s 
(2003) well-known quote— there is a need to link theories to history and 
context, and many (most) social theories are not independent of time 
and space. It is, therefore, important to understand the history and the 
foundational research leading to a theory (Cummings & Bridgman, 
2011; Söderlund & Geraldi, 2012). Theories live in the research com-
munity, and in practice after they have been published. Theories are 
constructed but also re-constructed after they are written (DiMaggio, 
1995: 395). It is thus essential to consider theories from a longitudinal 
perspective. 

3.4. Utilizing tensions in theory building between structure and creativity 

Several authors within the project management discipline address 
theory building, and at least three strands can be identified. The first 
strand discusses the overall theory building process (Jugdev, 2004, 
2008; Meredith, 2002), with a theorizing process consisting of descrip-
tion, explanation, and testing (Meredith, 2002), or advice about the 
theorizing process to develop frameworks, avoid tautology traps, and 
develop analogies (Jugdev, 2004). The second strand takes up more 
particular topics related to the theorizing process, such as constructing 
research questions (Hällgren, 2012; Söderlund, 2004), or making 
research on projects available to the wider scientific community 
(Jacobsson & Söderholm, 2011). The final strand is theorization within a 
specific theory type, such as process theory (Niederman et al., 2018), 
practice theory (Lalonde et al., 2010), or descriptive theory, with ty-
pologies and classifications (Niknazar & Bourgault, 2017). These are all 
relevant and important themes for theory building, but this section on 
theory building will focus on a fundamental discussion about theoriza-
tion as a structured process or a creative process, as this complements 
earlier discussions in the project management discipline. 

“Many of us have a much better developed research methods muscle 
than our theory muscle” (Shalley, 2012: 259). Scholars need to train and 
exercise their theory muscles by figuratively using “fitness equipment”, 
which, for example, includes the preceding sections about the frame-
work of theory types and structure of theory, and then follow a “fitness 
training program,” although here the metaphor may cease as theorizing 

Table 2 
Four illustrative examples related to the theory types.   

Prescriptive theory Descriptive theory Predictive theory Practice theory 

Reference Gantt, H.L. (1913). Work, 
Wages, and Profits. The 
Engineering Magazine. 
Clark, W., 1922. The Gantt 
Chart: A Working Tool of 
Management. 

Lundin, R.A. and Söderholm, A. 
(1995). “A theory of the temporary 
organization”. Scandinavian 
Journal of Management, 11(4), 
437–455. 

Pinto, J.K. and Prescott, J.E. (1988). 
“Variations in critical success factors 
over the stages in the project life 
cycle”. Journal of Management, 14 
(1), 5–18. 

Cicmil et al. (2006). Rethinking project 
management: Researching the actuality 
of projects. International Journal of 
Project Management 24(8): 675–686. 

Purpose (1) A simple and effective 
method of planning work, (2) A 
way of presenting facts so that 
they can be easily understood. 

The purpose of the paper is to 
present a framework for 
understanding and analyzing 
temporary organizations “from the 
inside.” 

The objective of this study is to 
combine research on critical success 
factors (CSFs) with project life cycle 
research. 

The aim of the paper is to formulate and 
map research that adequately addresses 
the “actuality” of project based work. 

Boundary The original boundary condition 
was that Gantt charts were used 
for labor management and 
repetitive operations. 

The boundaries are related to 
permanent organizations. 

Boundary is related to project types. The paper does not promote “actuality 
research” as a competing or privileged 
stream of thought compared to the more 
mainstream ones. 

Concepts Gantt charts are complex and 
are a composed concepts that 
use time, calendar (e.g., weeks), 
work (e.g., quantity), task, etc. 

A temporary organization is an 
overall complex concept explained 
by four more basic concepts: time, 
task, team, and transition. 

Project success as a complex concept 
(dependent variable). Critical success 
factors: project mission, top 
management support, etc. 

Understanding lived experiences of 
actors with actions, decisions, and 
behavior by gathering, analyzing, and 
disseminating knowledge about people. 

Relationships The basic Gantt chart shows 
work associated with weeks, 
that is, produce 100 pieces this 
week and 150 the following 
week. 

Example of relationships: the time, 
task, team, and transition aspects of 
the temporary organization are 
related to each other. 

See predictive statements. The relationship between agency and 
structure. Agency is individual behavior 
and action. Structure is organizational 
policies, procedures, and legitimized 
routines. 

Representations Text, tables, and many forms for 
graphical charts 

Words, diagrams, and tables Words, tables, and mathematical 
expressions 

Words 

Predictive 
statements 

Not directly present Not directly present Each of the ten critical success factors 
will be significantly correlated with 
project success. 

Not directly present 

Prescriptive 
statements 

The two books (Clark, 1922;  
Gantt, 1913) are filled with very 
detailed instructions. 

Not directly present Not directly present Not directly present 

Philosophy Not explicitly stated Not explicitly stated Not explicitly stated Pragmatism 
Methodology Not explicitly stated Not explicitly stated Methodology chapter with data 

collection and data analysis 
Not explicitly stated 

Quality The theoretical and practical 
importance of the Gantt chart is 
enormous. 

The paper has 1786 citations in total 
(March 2021). 

The paper has 1718 citations in total 
(March 2021). 

The paper has 858 citations in total 
(March 2021). 

Related research Much related research (Geraldi 
& Lechter, 2012; Wilson, 2003). 

There are newer reviews of 
temporary organizations (Bakker, 
2010; Burke & Morley, 2016). 

There is continued interest in critical 
success factors (Morris, 2013; Müller 
& Jugdev, 2012; Padalkar & 
Gopinath, 2016). 

The paper has had a great influence on 
developing practice theory (Blomquist 
et al., 2010; Hällgren & Söderholm, 
2011).  
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does not follow such a program. Or does it? Whetten (2002: 46) argued 
that “systematical theoretical conceptions are superior to unsystematic 
ones…and [they] are more likely to arise from systematic conceptual 
processes.” Weick (1989: 519) replied to the structured understanding 
by stating that “the[se] descriptions portray theorizing as mechanistic, 
with little appreciation of the often intuitive, blind, wasteful, seren-
dipitous, creative quality of the process.” There is an opportunity to 
learn from both “camps”, however, and refrain from a fruitless discus-
sion for and against these positions. 

The structured approach outlines different activities in which the 
overall activity is theory building, which refers to the process for 
developing, generating, constructing, or refining theory (Gioia & Pitre, 
1990). Theory testing might also be included in theory building, but is 
typically viewed as an independent activity (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 
2007). Theory building is paradigm based (Gioia & Pitre, 1990), while 
theory building in mainstream management thinking (positivism or 
post-positivism) is about refining existing theory or introducing re-
lationships and constructs that serve as a foundation for new theories 
(Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007: 1283), in contrast to interpretive 
theory building which is more inductive, generating descriptions, in-
sights, and explanations (Gioia & Pitre, 1990: 588). Theory testing is 
mainly related to predictive theory, in which a hypothesis is tested 
(Dubin, 1969). Theory testing can be described as a continuum, starting 
with low levels of testing with empirical articles presenting propositions 
that can be tested in future studies, then moving to high levels of testing 
with predictions from existing, fully explicated theories. Theory build-
ing can also be described as a continuum, ranging from attempts to 
replicate previous theory to the introduction of new constructs. Ac-
cording to Colquitt and Zapata-Phelan (2007), papers which score 
highly on both dimensions offer a high theoretical contribution. Whet-
ten (2002) built on his earlier work (Whetten, 1989) and outlined a 
detailed process that started with the following questions: (1) what as a 
construct; (2) how as a relationship; (3) why as a conceptual assumption; 
and (4) when, where, and who as contextual assumptions. The issue with 
both Whetten (1989, 2002) and Colquitt and Zapata-Phelan (2007) is 
that they mainly focus on explanatory and predictive theory types which 
are too limited in the project management discipline (cf. Section 3.2). 
Theory evaluation is the final activity, and is not a mainstream term but 
is indirectly addressed as “Organizational theories: Some criteria for 
evaluation” (Bacharach, 1989) or “Evaluating and developing theories” 
(Weber, 2012). Theory evaluation appears to be an overlooked activity, 
probably because it is often used implicitly; for example, as reviewing 
processes and editors’ guidelines for journal papers (Barney, 2018a, 
2018b; Martinsuo & Huemann, 2020; Müller & Klein, 2018). 

The creative approach focuses more on theorizing, such as 
abstracting, generalizing, relating, selecting, explaining, synthesizing, 
and idealizing (Weick, 1995: 389). Theorizing is a creative process in 
which researchers can see new relationships, integrate work in different 
areas, and explore new ways of thinking (Shalley, 2012). Weick (1995: 
386) states that theory building starts with ideas and speculations, and 
ends with models and theories. There is typically a fuzzy front-end in 
theory building that starts with ideas, and speculations, and then moves 
on to more disciplined imagination (Thompson, 2017; Weick, 1989). 
Front-end work includes framing the research, spotting gaps, and pro-
posing research questions (Hällgren, 2012; Söderlund, 2004), looking 
for novel and interesting ideas (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2013; Davis, 
1971), and searching for theoretical contributions (Jacobsson & 
Söderholm, 2011). The front-end work is seldom simple with obvious 
gaps, but instead consists of complex creative processes (Alvesson & 
Sandberg, 2011: 249). 

Theory building involves the tensions between creativity and struc-
ture, as mapped here with the two approaches. This is also seen in or-
ganizations as two approaches which complement each other (Brown & 
Duguid, 2001; Sonenshein, 2016). This is supported by Sydow (2018: 
1799), who argued that these tensions are more or less structured and/or 
creative, and thus a fruitful way to arrive at novel and valuable results. 

3.5. Illustrating the theory types 

This final section exemplifies the framework by illustrating the use of 
four selected papers with the framework. It does not provide a detailed 
account of these papers, but only an illustrative presentation. The 
theorization activity in this chapter is theory evaluation (cf. Section 3.4). 
Table 2 briefly describes the four papers (refer to Appendix B for a more 
detailed deconstruction of the papers). 

Table 2 shows the application of the four theory types, and how the 
structural elements are described, but also that some elements are 
missing, which is logical for predictive and prescriptive elements which 
belong to specific theory types, but less logical for philosophy and 
methodology, although it might indicate different writing styles and 
changing norms for publications over time. The four papers in Table 2 
will be discussed below, and some relevant observations made. 

Prescriptive theory: The first example is the omnipresent Gantt 
chart, and two books are drawn upon as the foundation for discussing 
prescriptive theory (Clark, 1922; Gantt, 1913). The Gantt chart was 
invented by Henry L. Gantt (Gantt, 1903, 1913), who has been described 
as “the father of (modern) project management” (Söderlund, 2004: 184). 
He did not use the term “Gantt chart” himself; the term was coined and 
made popular by Wallace Clark, a member of Gantt’s consulting firm 
(Geraldi & Lechter, 2012: 592), which is the reason for selecting the two 
books. Gantt charts were first used within operations management in the 
1920s. The “importation” of Gantt charts to project management is 
described as happening in the 1940s (Geraldi & Lechter, 2012). Gantt 
charts became part of early textbooks about project management 
(Baumgartner, 1963; Cleland & King, 1968), and this has continued 
until today (Kerzner, 2017; Larson & Gray, 2017), showing remarkable 
resilience for more than 100 years. 

Descriptive theory: The second example is one of the most central 
theories within the project management discipline, “a theory of the 
temporary organization” (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995). The temporary 
organization as a concept can be traced back to the 1960s (Bennis & 
Slater, 1968; Miles, 1964; Moore, 1963), when it was labeled a “tem-
porary system,” and was continued into the 1970s (Goodman & 
Goodman, 1976). Despite these early uses, it was the paper by Lundin 
and Söderholm (1995) that presented an initial theory of temporary 
organizations, and they are largely credited for reigniting interest in the 
topic, leading to an exponential growth in scholarly research (Burke & 
Morley, 2016: 1236). 

Predictive theory: The third example by Pinto and Prescott (1988) 
is an archetypal paper of a predictive paper with explanations, pre-
dictions, and testing, and follows in the footstep of mainstream man-
agement research with theory development and theory testing (Colquitt 
& Zapata-Phelan, 2007). There is an increasing interest in the project 
management journals that published quantitative papers focusing on 
explanation and prediction (Hair & Sarstedt, 2021; Pesämaa, Zwikael, 
Hair & Huemann, 2021). This predictive paper is about critical success 
factors, which are a recurring theme in the project management disci-
pline (Müller & Jugdev, 2012; Padalkar & Gopinath, 2016), and 
continue to be a key topic in which researchers are searching for new 
perspectives on understanding project success and related factors 
(Pinto, Davis, Ika, Jugdev & Zwikael, 2021). 

Practice theory: The last example is a newer paper by Cicmil et al. 
(2006)), which shows how practice theory has taken a strong place in 
the project management discipline, perhaps because it connects the 
discipline both scientifically and professionally (Blomquist et al., 2010; 
Hällgren & Söderholm, 2011; Lalonde et al., 2010). The paper took a 
somewhat controversial position, suggesting that the project manage-
ment discipline does not need more research on what should be done 
and should instead take the lived experience seriously (the actuality of 
projects). This statement has been quite influential, as there is a growing 
number of papers dealing with practice theory, projects-as-practice, and 
variants (e.g. Brunet, 2019, Kalogeropoulos, Leopoulos, Kirytopoulos & 
Ventoura, 2020, Lalonde, Bourgault & Findeli, 2012). 
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In order to round off this chapter with illustrative examples, it is 
appropriate to connect to philosophical and methodological issues. Most 
of the illustrative seminal papers are quite quiet about philosophical 
orientations, except for Cicmil et al. (2006)), which clearly describes 
pragmatism as a paradigm. The Gantt chart (Clark, 1922; Gantt, 1913) 
and critical success factors (Pinto & Prescott, 1988) could easily be 
classified as positivistic, and although the last paper about temporary 
organization (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995) is more difficult to place, a 
subjectivist epistemological understanding as interpretivism or critical 
realism (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016) are possible orientations. 
Another issue related to theory building is that only one paper (Pinto & 
Prescott, 1988) includes a methodology chapter, while the others are not 
explicit about the methodology applied, including theory building ac-
tivities. It is important to be more specific about philosophical and 
methodological considerations from a theory building perspective in the 
project management discipline. 

4. Toward building better theories 

The aspiration of this paper is to stimulate the building of better 
theories, but this is a challenging endeavor as theory building is one of 
the most difficult skills to acquire. There is probably no “fast track” to 
better theory building, but this paper attempts to provide some guidance 
on the theory building journey, whether you are a doctoral student, 
junior faculty, or perhaps even senior faculty. 

4.1. Research implications 

The project management discipline has probably not focused enough 
on theory building and significantly less than in management. It is fair to 
assume that this lack of focus is reflected in the education of PhD stu-
dents, and thus might be a challenge throughout the “food chain” of 
researchers, although everyone learns as they go. This challenge is 
shared with the management discipline (and other disciplines), how-
ever, as there is a continuing debate about theory building in elite 
management journals (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007; Corley & Gioia, 
2011; Shepherd & Suddaby, 2017), management is on a different level. 
There is thus clear potential for cross-fertilization (Davies et al., 2018; 
Söderlund, 2011a) from and to other disciplines, not least management. 

It is necessary to stimulate debate within the project management 
discipline about theory building. This debate is quieter than needed 
except for a few efforts (e.g. Geraldi et al., 2020, Müller & Klein, 2018, 
Niknazar & Bourgault, 2017). The effort by Geraldi et al. (2020), starting 
at the EGOS 2018 conference and leading to a special issue in PMJ 2020, 
is an important example of advancing theory and theory building. More 
of this is needed, such as learning from special issues in the Academy of 
Management Review (AMR) in 1989 (Van de Ven, 1989), the AMR in 
1999 (Elsbach, Sutton & Whetten, 1999), and the Administrative Sci-
ence Quarterly (ASQ) in 1995 (Barley, 1995; Sutton & Staw, 1995), but 
also from more contemporary theory building activities at the Academy 
of Management (AOM). This could be combined with tracks, panels, and 
so on at relevant conferences (e.g., EURAM, EGOS, IRNOP, and possibly 
AOM), and followed up by special issues in project management journals 
- as shown by Geraldi et al. (2020). 

Another step is to ask questions such as: “What is (and is not) the-
ory?” “Where do new theories come from?” and “How do you build good 
theories and get them published”? There are plenty of resources avail-
able from which to learn, such as the editorial by Byron and Thatcher 
(2016), which contained an appendix of suggested reading. Appendix A 
in this paper also provides a list of publications about the topic across 
disciplines. Care is necessary when reading about theory and theory 
building in other disciplines, as there might be paradigmatic and disci-
plinary differences; the understanding of theory articulated in this paper 
targets the project management discipline, taking into account its topics, 
perspectives, and problems (Söderlund, 2011b). 

Thinking and writing about theory is intertwined. Byron and 

Thatcher (2016) interviewed seven expert researchers who had been 
successful in publishing theory in the AMR and other outlets, and asked 
them what they considered to be the most important learnings about 
theory building. They replied “writing and communicating a 
theory-based idea.” One of the experts added, “We don’t know what we 
think until we know what we write” (paraphrasing Forster, 1927). The 
research community should consider including theory building as part of 
PhD courses and other seminar/course activities and stimulating dis-
cussion of topics among faculty by presenting, reviewing, evaluating, 
and discussing papers in progress, and considering how to raise the bar 
for theoretical contributions. Another possibility is to invite project 
management scholars who are pioneers in the development of new 
theory, and/or contributed substantially to the development of impor-
tant theoretical fields (Smith & Hitt, 2005), and ask them questions such 
as “How did you get the idea for the theory?” and “What kind of pro-
cesses have you followed?” – the focus is on the process (theory build-
ing) and not the product (theories). 

Greater transparency is needed in journal papers, especially con-
ceptual papers. Being explicit about the methods used in a paper, as well 
as explicating the philosophical stance, would make it easier for readers 
to decode what has happened behind the scenes, thereby enabling a 
learning process for other researchers so that it is not only the findings, 
results, and contributions which are included but also the process that 
authors went through. 

Finally, no single effort can succeed; only a collective and concerted 
effort can help advance theory in the project management discipline. 

4.2. Theoretical implications 

The proposed meta-theoretical framework provides a foundation for 
nurturing a debate about theory and meta-theory, which is worth a 
discussion in its own right. 

Where are the boundaries for “what is or is not theory” in the project 
management discipline? This paper subscribes to paradigmatic 
pluralism, accepting different understandings of theory as well as 
different ontologies and epistemologies. There are proponents of a much 
stricter use of theory (Dubin, 1978; Kerlinger, 1973; Sutton & Staw, 
1995), while others pull in the other direction (DiMaggio, 1995; Gioia & 
Pitre, 1990; Weick, 1995). This is a fruitful discussion, following along 
the lines of the debate in management for many decades, not least of all 
manifested in three special issues of the AMR (1989, 1999) and ASQ 
(1995). 

One task is to discuss the major lines as paradigmatic differences, 
but, on a more detailed level, many other discussions could flourish, for 
example, considering the components of a good theoretical contribution 
and the ways in which it can be evaluated, and which theory types are 
needed to address theory in the project management discipline. These 
discussions could motivate researchers to consider more specifically 
what a theory should contain, and what kind of statements could be 
made within a given theory type (Gregor, 2006: 633). 

How do researchers develop theory building as a competence? This 
paper suggests a combination of structured and creative approaches, but 
this certainly needs much more attention, in terms of both the fuzzy 
front-end about what triggers theorizing (Shepherd & Suddaby, 2017) 
and how to go from guesses and speculations to explanations and models 
(Weick, 1995). Geraldi et al. (2020) described how they facilitated “an 
innovative and developmental review process to ensure that papers 
received the feedback required to improve the ideas and theories pre-
sented” for their special issue in PMJ (2020), rethinking the publication 
process. Theory building might thus be organized as a more collective 
effort. 

Finally, as figuratively mentioned by Shalley (2012), researchers 
need to train their theory muscle. This means using the fitness equip-
ment (theory types, structure of theory) and following a fitness training 
program (theory building, theorization) in order to obtain a well-trained 
body (theories per se). All the elements have to develop at a meta level, 
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however, for example, modified and new theory types, and theorization 
processes. History has shown that the project management discipline 
started with prescriptive theories but then moved on to descriptive 
theories, followed by practice theory and others, so the question is: What 
is the next theory type? How are new theory types developed and 
innovated? Is this evolution, a dialectic process, or something else 
(Poole, 2004)? Other disciplines are continuing to focus on the devel-
opment of both the theory level and the meta-theory level (Burton--
Jones, Butler, Scott & Xu, 2021). The Journal of the Association for 
Information Systems (JAIS) arranges an annual “JAIS Theory Develop-
ment Workshop,” which has taken place since 2002, so this is somewhat 
institutionalized. As explained by Leidner (2021: 3): 

Each year we will invite the submission of abstracts for potential 
theory papers. The most promising abstracts will be selected for the 
workshop and…the most promising projects will be nurtured by 
senior editors with the aim of developing relevant and useful 
theories… 

The project management discipline has had its own trajectory, with 
the special issue on temporary organizing in the Scandinavian Journal of 
Management (Lundin, 1995) and the rethinking project management 
initiative (Winter et al., 2006), which have both been very influential. A 
special issue about advancing theory was recently published in PMJ 
(Geraldi et al., 2020), and history will show how this new shoot from the 
trunk progresses. 

5. Conclusion 

Theory building is quintessential in project management, as it is in 
most disciplines, and there are still opportunities to raise the bar for high 
quality theory in the project management discipline, although the 
literature on theory building is increasing (e.g. Geraldi et al., 2020). We 
contribute to this by providing a broad, holistic, and coherent 
meta-theoretical framework of theory building, based on an extensive 
examination of the literature on theory building in the project man-
agement discipline, integrated with knowledge from other disciplines. 
The meta-theoretical framework consists of four theory types, theory 
components, and theorizing activities. We also illustrate the use of the 
framework with four classical papers. The framework is intended to 
guide researchers in building their own theories and in analyzing, 

testing, and evaluating the theories of others. 
Most of the ideas used in this paper are not new, and have been 

adapted from meta-theory across disciplines, but the selection and 
combination differ from earlier discussions (e.g. Lalonde et al., 2010, 
Meredith, 2002, Niknazar & Bourgault, 2017). 

This study is subject to limitations. First, the “price” of presenting a 
broad, holistic, and coherent framework is a lack of detail. This lack of 
detail might reduce the conceptual clarification of the many concepts 
presented in the framework, and it might be necessary to clarify these 
concepts, which are complex subjects. Second, the selection and com-
bination process also means that many elements were left out in order to 
present a parsimonious framework (Sober, 1981). This means that other 
elements or other perspectives might improve the framework. Finally, 
the application of the framework is limited to four illustrative examples, 
and this could certainly be extended to a much larger sample, probably 
leading to the refinement and improvement of the framework. 

There are many opportunities for future research. The meta- 
theoretical framework is the first step, and other researchers are 
encouraged to not only develop work along these lines but also to crit-
icize the assumptions and ideas behind the framework. Second, the 
research and theoretical implications provide ideas and several avenues 
for future research, whether by publishing a special issue on theory 
building or facilitating innovative strategies for the advancement of 
theory in the project management discipline (Geraldi et al., 2020). 
Finally, the meta-theoretical framework could be applied to a larger 
sample, for example, to outline the trends in theory in the top 3 PM 
journals (IJPM, PMJ, and IJPMB), and also beyond. 
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Appendix A. Publications about theory building across disciplines 

The following tables list the publications found by means of a snowball search (Wohlin, 2014) and forward and backward searches (Webster & 
Watson, 2002). The tables include the following disciplines: behavioral research (BEH), engineering (ENG), healthcare (nursing) (HEA), information 
systems (IS), management (MAN), natural science (physics) (NAT), operations management (OM), philosophy of science (POS), project management 
(PM), psychology (PSY), and sociology (SOC). 

Table 3 is an overview of the 79 selected publications (books and journal papers) across disciplines: 
The publications were either fully or partially read, or just skimmed. The very brief descriptions of the publications are not generally meant to be 

summaries or abstracts, although many are, but rather to focus on subjects which are relevant to the structure of theory and/or theorizing. Table 4 
presents details about the 79 selected publications across disciplines: 

Table 3 
Meta-theoretical publications across disciplines.  

Behavioral 
research 

Engineering Healthcare 
(nursing) 

Information 
systems 

Management Natural 
science 
(physics) 

Operations 
management 

Philosophy 
of science 

Project 
management 

Psychology Sociology 

3 2 2 8 28 2 2 4 17 2 9  
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Table 4 
Detailed list of publications.  

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

BEH Kaplan (1964) The Conduct of Inquiry - 
Methodology of Behavioral 
Science (6.076 - 02.03.2019) 

This book is directed toward 
constructing a general theory of 
scientific investigation which can be 
carried into the behavioral sciences. 
Some order might hopefully be induced 
which will permit multiple sorts of 
endeavor and perhaps provide therapy 
for misguided attempts to imitate the 
physical sciences (Sacksteder, 1965: 66). 

Explanatory and 
predictive theory  

BEH Kerlinger (1973) Foundations of behavioral 
research (22.571 - 06.03.2019) 

The book explains the foundations of 
behavioral research: Problems and 
hypotheses, constructs, variables, and 
definitions. 

Explanatory and 
predictive theory  

BEH Mohr (1982) Explaining organizational 
behavior (Missing − 17.03.2019) 

The book describes the nature of theory 
and presents two approaches to 
explanation (explanatory theory): 
Variance theory and process theory. 

Variance and process 
theory  

ENG Hatchuel and Weil 
(2008) 

C-K design theory: an advanced 
formulation (501 - 24.03.2019) 

C-K theory is a unified design theory in 
which the name “C-K theory’’ reflects 
the assumption that design can be 
modeled as the interplay between two 
interdependent spaces with different 
structures and logics: the space of 
concepts (C) and the space of knowledge 
(K). 

Design theory  

ENG Le Masson, Dorst and 
Subrahmanian 
(2013) 

Design theory: history, state of the 
art and advancements (45 - 
24.03.2019) 

Over the last few years, there have been 
important efforts to improve the rigor, 
unity, and operation of design theories. 
This work builds on the multiple 
theoretical proposals in recent decades: 
General Design Theory and Axiomatic 
Design in the 80 s, Coupled Design 
Process in the 90 s, Infused Design and 
C–K Theory in the 2000s. 

Design theory  

HEA Coppola (2009) Anatomy and physiology of 
theory (39 - 04.03.2019)  

• Anatomy of theory: Constructs, 
variables, measures, contextual 
factors, and confounders  

• Physiology of theory: Propositions, 
hypotheses, and research questions 

Explanatory and 
predictive theory  

HEA Fawcett and Downs 
(1992) 

The relationship of theory and 
research (589 - 17.02.2019)  

• Three types of theory: (1) Descriptive 
theory, (2) Explanatory theory, and 
(3) Predictive theory  

• Analysis of theory: (1) Concepts 
(observable terms, constructs, 
theoretical terms, units), (2) 
Propositions (non-relational and 
relational propositions, hypotheses), 
(3) Hierarchies of propositions, and 
(4) Diagrams 

Descriptive, 
explanatory, and 
predictive theory  

IS Juhani (1983) Contributions of the theoretical 
foundations of systemeering 
research and the PIOCO model 
(61 – 05.04.2019) 

Three levels of theorizing (page 5):  
• A conceptual level, which forms the 

foundation for the system research by 
including its definition and the basic 
organization of the research object,  

• A descriptive level, at which the 
explanatory predictive conjectures, 
assumptions, and hypotheses 
describing the research object are 
generated and tested, and  

• A prescriptive level, which develops 
methods for…and puts forward 
recommendations for their practical 
use. 

Conceptual, 
descriptive, and 
prescriptive level  

IS Crossler, Di Gangi, 
Johnston, Bélanger 
and Warkentin 
(2018) 

Providing Theoretical 
Foundations: Developing an 
Integrated Set of Guidelines for 
Theory Adaptation (0 - 
17.02.2019) 

Developing and advancing theory in the 
information systems (IS) discipline 
requires that scholars contribute to 
theory—today many borrow and adapt 
theories but few create new theories. 
The paper provides some guidelines for 
theory adaptation using components of 
theory.  

Theory adaptation 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

IS Gregor (2006) The nature of theory in 
information systems (2.731 - 
17.02.2019)  

• The paper outlines four primary goals 
of theory, namely analysis and 
description, explanation, prediction, 
and prescription. This is then turned 
into a taxonomy with five theory 
types.  

• Components to all theory: Means of 
representation, constructs, statements 
of relationship, and scope. Then 
components which are contingent on 
the purpose of theory: Causal 
explanations, testable propositions 
(hypotheses), and prescriptive 
statements. 

Taxonomy of five 
theory types as 
analyzing, explaining, 
predicting, explaining 
and predicting, and 
design and action  

IS Gregor and Jones 
(2007) 

The Anatomy of a Design Theory 
(1.425 - 09.03.2019) 

Anatomy of design theory:  
• Core components: Purpose and scope 

(the causa finalis), constructs (the 
causa materialis), principle of form 
and function (the causa formalis), 
artifact mutability, testable 
propositions, and justificatory 
knowledge  

• Additional components: Principles of 
implementation (the causa efficiens), 
and expository instantiation 

Design theory  

IS Moody et al. (2010) In Search of Paradigms: 
Identifying the Theoretical 
Foundations of the IS Field (34 - 
17.02.2019) 

The goal of this paper is to identify the 
theoretical foundations—the core 
theories—of the IS field. Currently, there 
is a lack of consensus about what the 
core IS theories are or even if we have 
any at all. The paper classifies theories as 
either native or imported. 

Native or imported 
theories  

IS Walls, Widmeyer and 
El Sawy (1992) 

Building an Information System 
Design Theory for Vigilant EIS 
(1533 − 15.03.2019) 

Components of an information system 
design theory:  
• Design product: Meta-requirements, 

meta-design, kernel theories, and 
testable design product hypotheses  

• Design process: Design method, 
kernel theories, testable design 
process hypotheses 

Design theory  

IS Weber (2003) Theoretically Speaking (Missing - 
23.03.2019) 

Editorial comments about theory 
building in information systems: First, 
there is still a need to improve theory- 
building skills. Second, much more has 
been written about theory testing than 
theory building. Third, a call for more 
theory-only submissions to the MIS 
Quarterly. Finally, a discussion of some 
controversial issues related to theory 
building.  

Theory building 

IS Weber (2012) Evaluating and Developing 
Theories in the Information 
Systems Discipline (223 
− 17.02.2019) 

Theories consist of parts and the whole:  
• Parts are constructs, associations, 

states, and events  
• The whole is importance, novelty, 

parsimony, level, and falsifiability 

Structure of theory (e. 
g., constructs, 
associations, states, 
events, etc.) 

Theory Evaluation, Theory 
Refinement, Theory Building 

MAN Alvesson and 
Sandberg (2011) 

Generating research questions 
through problematization (1481 
− 20.03.2021) 

The paper proposes problematization as 
a methodology for identifying and 
challenging assumptions underlying 
existing literature and, based on that, 
formulating research questions that are 
likely to lead to more influential 
theories.  

Theorization by generating 
research questions 

MAN Bacharach (1989) Organizational Theories: Some 
Criteria for Evaluation (2.477 - 
04.03.2019)  

• Theory is not data, typologies, and 
metaphors.  

• Theory is boundaries (assumptions 
about values, time, and space) as well 
as variables, constructs, and 
relationships.  

• Evaluation criteria: Falsifiability and 
utility. 

Explanatory and 
predictive theory  

MAN Barney (2018a) Editor’s Comments: Positioning a 
Theory Paper for Publication (1 
− 17.02.2019) 

There is continuing interest in how to 
write and publish theory papers in top 
management journals. Papers should be 
creative and interesting with well-  

Paper writing 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

defined constructs, clear boundary 
conditions, and provocative 
implications. 

MAN Barney (2018b) Editor’s Comments: Theory 
Contributions and the AMR 
Review Process (2 - 21.03.2019)  

• Discussions of academy of 
management reviews: the role of 
associate editors, editorial boards, and 
review essay sections.  

• Theory-building tools at Academy of 
Management reviews (traditional 
verbal theorizing and papers using 
formal models and simulations).  

Theory building and paper 
writing process 

MAN Byron and Thatcher 
(2016) 

Editors’ Comments: “What I 
Know Now That I Wish I Knew 
Then”—Teaching Theory and 
Theory Building (38 - 
17.02.2019)  

• Important to teach and learn what 
experts say and do.  

• Learn about theory and theory 
building: What is (and is not) theory, 
should you care about theory, where 
theories come from, how you build a 
good theory, how you get your theory 
published.  

Teaching theory and theory 
building 

MAN Colquitt and 
Zapata-Phelan 
(2007) 

Trends in theory building and 
theory testing: A five-decade 
study of the Academy of 
Management Journal (718 - 
17.02.2019)  

• The paper presents a taxonomy of 
theoretical contributions for empirical 
articles with two dimensions: (1) 
Building new theory, and (2) Testing 
existing theories.  

• The taxonomy is used on a sample of 
74 papers in the Academy of 
Management Journal.  

Theory building and theory 
testing 

MAN Corley and Gioia 
(2011) 

Building Theory about Theory 
Building: What Constitutes a 
Theoretical Contribution? (978 - 
17.02.2019) 

The paper presents a two-dimensional 
model for theoretical contributions. The 
first dimension is originality 
(incremental or revelatory) and the 
second dimension is utility (practically 
useful and scientifically useful).  

Theory building 

MAN Delbridge and Fiss 
(2013) 

Editors’ comments: Styles of 
theorizing and the social 
organization of knowledge (106 - 
16.03.2019) 

There are many ways of theorizing, yet 
we seem to see comparatively few of 
these forms in management scholarship, 
and they are dominated by a rather 
limited subset. This paper explores 
theory development and asks: “Why are 
there so few styles of theorizing in 
current scholarship? What are the 
prospects and implications for creating a 
more diverse approach to theory 
development?”  

Styles of theorizing and paper 
writing 

MAN DiMaggio (1995) Comments on "What Theory is 
Not" (535 - 17.02.2019)  

• There is more than one kind of good 
theory: (1) theory as covering laws, 
(2) theory as enlightenment, and (3) 
theory as narrative.  

• Beyond simply recognizing the 
diversity of useful and plausible 
approaches, one can suggest that 
many of the best theories are hybrids, 
combining the best qualities of 
covering-law, enlightenment, and 
process approaches (page 392). 

Hybrid theories 
combining covering- 
law, enlightenment, 
and process 
approaches  

MAN Doty and Glick 
(1994) 

Typologies as a Unique Form of 
Theory Building: Toward 
Improved Understanding and 
Modeling (1.546 - 04.03.2019)  

• The main thesis in the paper is that 
typologies are complex theoretical 
statements that should be subjected to 
quantitative modeling and rigorous 
empirical testing.  

• The criteria for a typology to be a 
theory are: (1) Constructs in 
typologies consisting of complex 
constructs as ideal types and 
unidimensional constructs to describe 
the ideal types, (2) Relationships 
among constructs (including 
dependent variables), and, finally, (3) 
That the typology is falsifiable. 

Descriptive theory Theory building 

MAN Elsbach et al. (1999) Perspectives on Developing 
Management Theory, Circa 1999: 
Moving from Shrill Monologues 
to (Relatively) Tame Dialogues 
(57 - 28.03.2019) 

The publication of this special issue 
marks the tenth anniversary of the first 
“Academy of Management Review’” 
special issue on theory development, 
published in 1989. The diversity of 

Descriptive and 
process theory 

Meta-theorizing and the 
development of metatheories 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

organizational theory and the range of 
ideas about how to develop 
organizational theory increased 
dramatically during the decade. The 
paper highlights the following trends:  
• Meta-theorizing and the development 

of meta-theories;  
• Theories of process and time; and  
• New approaches to building “thick” 

theory. 
MAN Feldman and 

Orlikowski (2011) 
Theorizing Practice and 
Practicing Theory (1766 – 
20.03.2021) 

This paper describes the emerging field 
of practice theory as it is practiced in 
relation to organizational phenomena. 
We identify three 
approaches—empirical, theoretical, and 
philosophical. 

Practice theory  

MAN Glynn and Raffaelli 
(2010) 

Uncovering Mechanisms of 
Theory Development in an 
Academic Field: Lessons from 
Leadership Research  
(126 – 20.03.2021) 

A longstanding debate in organization 
studies has centered on the tension 
between paradigmatic consensus and 
theoretical pluralism in an academic 
field, but little attention has been paid to 
the underlying processes of field 
development that account for this. The 
paper addresses the process by 
proposing three research strategies for 
the future—theoretical 
compartmentalization, theoretical 
integration, and theoretical 
novelty—and advocating greater 
methodological variety.  

Mechanism for theory 
development (theoretical 
compartmentalization, 
theoretical integration, and 
theoretical novelty) 

MAN Gray and Cooper 
(2009) 

Pursuing Failure (71 - 
12.03.2019) 

The paper argues for a strategy to pursue 
failure by:  
• identifying the tacit assumptions 

embedded in theories,  
• discovering the boundaries beyond 

which theories do not hold,  
• conducting competitive tests between 

theories, and  
• adopting research methods that seek 

to explain counterexamples.  

Pursuing failure to build new 
theories 

MAN Nicolini (2013) Practice Theory, Work, and 
Organization: An Introduction 
(2219 – 16.02.2021) 

What are practice theories? Where do 
they come from? What do they say? Do 
they offer something new to the study of 
work and organization? Practice 
theories are a set of conceptual tools and 
methodologies for investigating, 
analyzing, and representing everyday 
practice. 

Practice theory  

MAN (Pollock & Bono, 
2013) 

Being Scheherazade: The 
Importance of Storytelling in 
Academic Writing (81 – 
20.03.2021) 

We have two jobs as scholars: Answering 
interesting questions and telling the 
story. Numerous books, articles, and 
“From the Editors” columns are 
dedicated to the former but precious 
little attention is given to the latter. 
Indeed, many in our field do not 
recognize the importance of storytelling 
for academic success.  

Theory building with storytelling 

MAN Romme (2003) Making a Difference: 
Organization as Design (812 – 
20.03.2021) 

Mainstream organizational research is 
based on science and the humanities. 
This paper argues that in view of the 
persistent relevance gap between theory 
and practice, organization studies 
should be broadened to include design as 
one of their primary modes of engaging 
in research. Design is characterized by 
its emphasis on solution finding, guided 
by broader purposes and ideal target 
systems. 

Descriptive, 
predictive, and design 
theories 

Theory development 

MAN Sandberg and 
Alvesson (2010) 

Ways of constructing research 
questions: gap-spotting or 
problematization? (640 – 
20.03.2021) 

This paper examines ways of 
constructing research questions from 
existing literature. The most common 
way across paradigmatic camps is to spot 
various ‘gaps’ in the literature, and, 
based on that, to formulate specific  

Theorization by generating 
research questions 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

research questions. The paper proposes 
some new ways of constructing research 
questions such as confusion spotting, 
neglect spotting, application spotting, 
and combinations of these. 

MAN Shepherd and 
Suddaby (2017)) 

Theory Building: A Review and 
Integration (55 - 17.02.2019) 

Building theories is important for 
advancing knowledge of management, 
and there is research that offers 
theorizing tools, but we lack a coherent 
understanding of how these tools fit 
together. This paper organizes a 
systematic review of the literature on 
theory building in management around 
the five key elements of a good story: 
conflict, character, setting, sequence, 
and plot and arc.  

Theory building 

MAN Smith and Hitt 
(2005) 

Great minds in management: The 
process of theory development 
(298 - 27.03.2019) 

This book has brought together some of 
the most influential and original 
thinkers in management. The book is not 
only a landmark in the contributions to 
management theory but also a reflection 
of the process of theory development in 
which the thinkers present their own 
personal accounts of the gestation of 
management theories.  

Theory building 

MAN Sutton and Staw 
(1995) 

What Theory is Not (1986 – 
17.02.2019) 

Theory is not: References, data, list of 
variables or constructs, diagrams, 
hypotheses (or predictions). 

Explanatory and 
predictive theory  

MAN Tsoukas (1994) What is Management? An Outline 
of a Metatheory (289 – 
20.03.2021) 

Drawing on a realist ontology and 
epistemology, a meta-theory of 
management is outlined in this paper as 
a way of (a) redescribing the nature of 
management and (b) delineating the 
scope of application of various 
perspectives on management. 

Meta-theory about 
management  

MAN van Aken (2004) Management Research Based on 
the Paradigm of the Design 
Sciences: The Quest for Field- 
Tested and Grounded 
Technological Rules (1.371 - 
09.03.2019)  

• Mainstream research tends to be 
description-driven, based on the 
paradigm of the “explanatory sci-
ences”, such as physics and sociology, 
and resulting in what may be called 
organization theory.  

• The relevance problem in research 
can be mitigated with description- 
driven research if it were to be com-
plemented with prescription-driven 
research based on the paradigm of the 
“design sciences”, such as medicine 
and engineering, and resulting in 
what may be called management 
theory. 

Design theory  

MAN Van de Ven (1989) Nothing Is Quite So Practical as a 
Good Theory (599 - 28.03.2019) 

The editorial discusses the 
characteristics of good theory, how one 
might build a good theory, and how we 
can improve our current theories. 

Characteristics of 
good theory 

Theory building 

MAN Weick (1989) Theory Construction as 
Disciplined Imagination  
(2.147 - 17.02.2019)  

• The process of theory construction in 
organizational studies is portrayed as 
imagination disciplined by 
evolutionary processes analogous to 
artificial selection.  

• It is argued that interest is a substitute 
for validation during theory 
construction, middle range theories 
are a necessity if the process is to be 
kept manageable, and 
representations, such as metaphors, 
are inevitable, given the complexity of 
the subject matter. 

Middle range theories Theory construction 

MAN Weick (1995) What Theory is Not, Theorizing Is 
(1.211 – 17.02.2019)  

• Products of the theorizing process 
seldom emerge as full-blown theories, 
which means that most of what passes 
for theory in organizational studies 
consists of approximations.  

• Theory belongs to the family of words 
that includes guess, speculation,  

Theorizing process 
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Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

supposition, conjecture, proposition 
hypothesis, conception, explanation, 
and model.  

• The process of theorizing consists of 
activities such as abstracting, 
generalizing, relating, selecting, 
explaining, synthesizing, and 
idealizing. 

MAN Whetten (1989) What constitutes a theoretical 
contribution? (3.203 - 
17.02.2019) 

The Building Blocks of Theory 
Development:  
• What and which factors (variables, 

constructs, concepts)  
• How “arrows that connect boxes”  
• Why and what are the underlying 

psychological, economic, or social 
dynamics  

• Who, where, when—these conditions 
place limitations on a theoretical 
model 

Explanatory and 
predictive theory 

Theory development 

MAN whetten (2002) modeling-as-theorizing: a 
systematic methodology for 
theory development (170 – 
20.03.2021)  

Organizational researchers are primarily 
trained in data collection techniques and 
the latest analytical tools, not the 
nuances of theory building, and there is 
a paucity of theory-development 
training in the field of organizational 
studies. Theory cannot be improved 
until we improve the theorizing process, 
and we cannot improve the theorizing 
process until we describe it more 
efficiently, [and] operate [it] more self- 
consciously.  

Theory development 

NAT Duhem, Broglie and 
Wiener (1974) 

The aim and structure of physical 
theory (2.912 - 17.02.2019)  

• The central proposition of this famous 
book is that physical theories are 
conventions serving to economize 
scientific thought rather than 
descriptions or explanations of the 
way the world is made.  

• "A physical theory is not an 
explanation. It is a system of 
mathematical propositions, deduced 
from a small number of principles, 
which aim to represent as simply, as 
completely, and as exactly as possible 
a set of experimental laws" (p. 19). 

Formal theory 
(mathematical 
propositions)  

NAT Hempel (1966) Philosophy of natural science (30 
- 06.03.2019) 

The book offers an introduction to some 
of the central topics in the contemporary 
methodology and philosophy of natural 
science (basic steps in hypothesis 
testing, experimental tests, scientific 
explanations, and general characteristics 
of theories). 

Explanatory and 
predictive theory  

OM Meredith (1993) Theory Building through 
Conceptual Methods  
(563 - 27.02.2019)  

• Conceptual models: Conceptual 
description, taxonomies and 
typologies, and philosophical 
conceptualization  

• Conceptual frameworks: Conceptual 
induction, conceptual deduction, and 
conceptual systems  

• Theories (as described by Dubin 
(1978))  

• Meta-frameworks 

Descriptive and 
predictive theories 

Theory building 

OM van Aken, 
Chandrasekaran and 
Halman (2016) 

Conducting and publishing design 
science research  
(46 - 15.03.2019) 

The new Design Science department at 
the Journal of Operations Management 
invites submissions using a design 
science research strategy for operations 
management (OM) issues. The objective 
of this strategy is to develop knowledge 
that can be used in a direct and specific 
way to design and implement actions, 
processes, or systems aimed at achieving 
desired outcomes. 

Design theory  

PM Biedenbach and 
Müller (2011) 

Paradigms in project 
management research: examples 

The purpose of this paper is to 
investigate the philosophical stances and 
related methodologies used within the 

Descriptive and 
prescriptive theory  
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Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

from 15 years of IRNOP 
conferences (113 – 20.03.2021) 

last 15 years by IRNOP conference 
papers. Results show the dominance of 
ontological subjectivism and 
epistemological interpretivism, with a 
preference for case studies and 
qualitative methods. Trends indicate a 
growth of positivist studies and, at the 
same time, an increase in multi-case 
studies. 

PM Blomquist et al. 
(2010) 

Project-as-practice: In search of 
project management research 
that matters (440 – 20.03.2021) 

The paper points to three approaches to 
project management research:  
• Traditional system: Focusing on 

rational structures and how they can 
best be managed  

• Process: Describing the process and 
how it relates to the structures  

• Practice: Describing the process 
through local situated actions 

Prescriptive, process, 
and practice theory  

PM Geraldi et al. (2020) Advancing Theory and Debate in 
Project Studies (1 – 20.03.2021) 

This special issue was borne from an 
ambition to stimulate a vivid academic 
debate addressing some of the 
fundamental theoretical issues within 
project studies. To some extent, when we 
launched the idea, we were increasingly 
uncomfortable with the lack of academic 
debates, disagreements, and provocative 
claims that we believed were needed to 
develop better and more insightful 
theories within project studies.  

Innovative theorizing by 
innovative review process 

PM Hällgren (2012) The construction of research 
questions in project management 
(73 – 20.03.2021) 

The paper examines how opportunities 
for contributions are created in project 
research. The arguments that underlie 
research question constructions are 
analyzed and their role in theory 
construction is reflected upon.  

Theory construction related to 
research questions 

PM Jacobsson and 
Söderholm (2011) 

Breaking out of the straitjacket of 
project research: in search of 
contribution (43 – 20.03.2021) 

Based on a phenomenology-stimulated 
meta-analysis of the field of project 
research, the paper outlines four streams 
of research: in search of best practice, in 
search of legitimacy, in search of 
inspiration, and in search of 
contribution. 

Normative and 
descriptive theory 

Theory development 

PM Jugdev (2004) Through the Looking Glass: 
Examining Theory Development 
in Project Management with the 
Resource-Based View Lens (115 - 
27.02.2019) 

Developing good theory takes time and 
is an incremental process. This paper 
examines the topics of a common 
terminology, frameworks, tautologies, 
and analogies in relation to theory 
construction.  

Theory building 

PM Jugdev (2008) Good theory: developing a 
foundation for project 
management  
(14 - 15.03.19) 

Project management is in its infancy 
when it comes to developing a 
theoretical foundation, and this needs to 
be developed. The paper frames the 
importance of collaboration between 
academics and practitioners in 
developing project management theory. 
The paper discusses the challenges of 
developing a theoretical foundation and 
reviews the progress we have made in 
developing theories in project 
management.  

Theory building 

PM Lalonde et al. (2010)) Building pragmatist theories of 
PM practice: Theorizing the act of 
project management 
(70 – 20.03.2021) 

The paper examines project 
management through the lens of practice 
and develops a typological model that 
brings together four distinct theoretical 
types of project management practice. 
The first three types propose a weak 
conception of the relationship between 
the theory and practice of project 
management while the fourth type, 
anchored in a pragmatist conception, 
provides the potential to build strong 
theories of project management 
practice. 

Descriptive, 
prescriptive, and 
practice theory  
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Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

PM Martinsuo and 
Huemann (2020) 

The basics of writing a paper for 
the International Journal of 
Project Management (1 – 
20.03.2021) 

This editorial shows a compiled list of 
basic issues that authors are encouraged 
to consider when drafting their 
manuscripts. These issues may well be 
relevant to other journals as well. 

Quality criteria for 
papers (and theory) 

Paper writing 

PM Meredith (2002) Developing project management 
theory for managerial 
application: The view of a 
research journal’s editor (40 - 
27.02.19)  

• The paper discusses how to increase 
rigor and theoretical contributions to 
the Project Management Journal.  

• A literature review—seven years of 
published papers in PMJ from 1995 to 
2001 are analyzed.  

Theory building 

PM Müller and Klein 
(2018) 

What Constitutes a Contemporary 
Contribution to Project 
Management Journal (2 - 
17.02.19)  

• The paper describes the author’s view 
of the anatomy of theory: WHAT 
(variables, concepts, etc.), HOW 
(between variable relationships), and 
WHY (reason behind the 
relationships).  

• Specific PM theories, such as the 
theory of the temporary organization 
(Lundin & Söderholm, 1995) and the 
formal theory of project management 
(Turner, 2006) are mentioned.  

Theory building and paper 
writing 

PM Niederman et al. 
(2018)) 

Using Process Theory for 
Accumulating Project 
Management Knowledge: A 
Seven-Category Model 

Process theory has become an important 
mechanism for the accumulation of 
knowledge in a number of disciplines. 
Process theory focuses on sequences of 
activities, their durations, and the 
intervals between them as they lead to 
specific outcomes. It is thus particularly 
relevant to project management 
knowledge representation and 
accumulation. 

Process theory  

PM Niknazar and 
Bourgault (2017) 

Theories for classification vs. 
classification as theory: 
Implications of classification and 
typology for the development of 
project management theories (9 - 
15.03.2019) 

The paper clarifies the definitions for 
classifications and typologies and shows 
how it could be used within the project 
management discipline in order to 
stimulate theory development 

Descriptive theory Theory development 

PM Packendorff (1995) Inquiring into the temporary 
organization: New directions for 
project management research 
(1061 – 21.03.2021) 

The theoretical field of project 
management (PM) can be described as a 
set of models and techniques for the 
planning and control of complex 
undertakings. The three main 
shortcomings of PM research and theory 
are identified: (1) PM is seen as a general 
theory and a theoretical field in its own 
right, (2) research on PM is not 
sufficiently empirical, and (3) projects 
are seen as "tools.”  

Theoretical and empirical 
implications of an alternative 
view of theory-building, theory 
usage, and theory focus 

PM Pollack (2007) The changing paradigms of 
project management 

This paper examines literature on 
project management in relation to the 
hard and soft paradigms, two broad 
tendencies for thought and action that 
have had considerable impact. A critical 
reading of the literature confirms strong 
links between the hard paradigm and 
project management, however, it is also 
demonstrated that there are 
undercurrents in the literature which 
suggest a growing acceptance of the soft 
paradigm. 

Hard and soft 
paradigm 
(prescriptive and 
descriptive theory)  

PM Sergi et al. (2020)) Process Studies of Project 
Organizing (3 – 21.03.2021) 

Processes have always been studied in 
project studies but not necessarily 
process, and this has consequences for 
the kind of knowledge that research 
produces. There is a need to distinguish 
process as it is typically understood and 
used in project management research 
from process thinking, which has to do 
with how we define and address the 
reality we study. 

Process theory  

PM Smyth and Morris 
(2007) 

An epistemological evaluation of 
research into projects and their 

The paper addresses methodological 
issues that have yet to be fully resolved 
in research on projects and their 

Descriptive, 
normative, and 
prescriptive theory  
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Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

management: Methodological 
issues (350 – 21.03.2021) 

management and evaluates how these 
issues have a direct and indirect impact 
upon research and practice. The paper 
reviews research practice in the light of 
project management paradigms and 
their more general epistemological 
underpinnings. 

PM Söderlund (2004) Building theories of project 
management: past research, 
questions for the future (822 – 
21.03.2021) 

Project management has long been 
considered an academic field for 
planning-oriented techniques and, in 
many respects, an application of 
engineering science and optimization 
theory. However, in the last decade, it 
has received wider interest from other 
academic disciplines. Emerging 
perspectives within the project field are 
discussed and the paper also presents a 
number of questions that project 
research should acknowledge, such as 
why project organizations exist, how 
they behave, and why they differ.  

Theory building 

POS Godfrey-Smith 
(2003) 

Theory and reality: an 
introduction to the philosophy of 
science (907 - 04.03.2019) 

The book covers logical positivism; the 
problems of induction and confirmation; 
Karl Popper’s theory of science; Thomas 
Kuhn and "scientific revolutions"; the 
views of Imre Lakatos, Larry Laudan, 
and Paul Feyerabend. The book looks in 
detail at some specific problems and 
theories, including scientific realism. 

Paradigms Theory building 

POS Nagel (1961) The structure of science: 
Problems in the logic of scientific 
explanation (8.174 - 15.03.2019) 

The book discusses natural science and 
social science and evaluates the views of 
other philosophers. Patterns of scientific 
explanation include four types of 
explanation (deductive model, 
probabilistic explanations, functional or 
teleological explanations, and genetic 
explanations). 

Paradigms and theory 
types  

POS Popper (1963 
(2007)) 

Conjectures and refutations. The 
growth of scientific knowledge 
(19.101 - 27.03.2019) 

The central thesis in the book is that our 
knowledge, and especially scientific 
knowledge, progresses by unjustified 
(and unjustifiable) anticipations, by 
guesses, by tentative solutions to our 
problems: in a word conjecture.  

Theory building and theory 
testing 

POS Simon (1996) The sciences of the artificial 
(25.648 - 04.03.2019) 

The book reveals the design of an 
intellectual structure aimed at 
accommodating those empirical 
phenomena that are “artificial” rather 
than “natural.” The goal is to show how 
empirical sciences of artificial systems 
are possible, even in the face of the 
contingent and teleological character of 
the phenomena, their attributes of 
choice, and purpose. 

Design science theory  

PSY Arnoult (1972) Fundamentals of scientific 
method in psychology (30 - 
15.03.2019)  

• Definition of theory: A theory in its 
most general sense is any statement 
about events which are not available 
for observation (page 168).  

• Theory types (page 172–176): (1) 
Metaphorical: This is the most 
primitive kind of theorizing. It 
represents a beginning attempt to 
explain a phenomena. (2) Analogical: 
This type of theory is a process which 
is already understood as a model for 
the process which is to be explained. 
(3) Reductionist: Explains observations 
in the term of actions of entities or 
processes which are themselves 
simpler than the observed event. (4) 
Abstract: An abstract theory as 
complex events explained in terms of 
simpler events (reductionism), but the 
events are precise descriptions of 
relationships 

Theory types  
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Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

PSY Shalley (2012) Writing good theory What makes good theory is a question 
that has been asked and answered many 
times. The paper is primarily focuses on 
conceptual research and meta-analyses 
and which issues to take into account 
when striving to develop and build good 
theory. 

Quality of theory  

SOC (Davis, 1971) That’s interesting! Toward a 
phenomenology and rhetoric of 
successful social theories (1530– 
21.03.2021) 

Question: How do theories which are 
generally considered interesting differ 
from theories which are generally 
considered non-interesting? Answer: 
Interesting theories are those which 
deny certain assumptions of their 
audience, while non-interesting theories 
are those which arm certain assumptions 
of their audience. 

Quality of theory  

SOC Dubin (1976) Theory building in applied areas 
(25 - 15.03.2019) 

The book chapter sets forth some 
guidelines for the construction of 
theoretical models that have a 
considerable likelihood of being applied 
to and utilized in real-life situations 

Theory types Theory building 

SOC Dubin (1969), Dubin 
(1978) 

Theory building (2.099 - 
17.02.2021)  

• Dubin’s anatomy of social science 
theory (Dubin, 1978: 7–8): Units 
(concepts), laws of interaction, 
boundaries, system states, 
propositions, empirical indicators, 
and hypotheses.  

• Two types of theory (with two goals of 
science) (Dubin, 1978: 19–20): 
Prediction and Understanding. 

Theory types Theory building 

SOC Freese (1980) Formal Theorizing (105 - 
02.03.2019)  

• A growing literature concerned with 
the methodology of theory 
construction suggests that the 
development of sociological theory is 
(or would be) facilitated by formally 
extracting theoretical principles from 
general discourse and formulating 
them within requirements of effective 
theories.  

• Theoretical strategies: (1) Explanation 
or prediction, (2) systematic, formal, 
or axiomatic theory, (3) inductive 
abstraction or idealization, and (4) 
consolidation or accumulation. 

Theory types Theory construction 

SOC Merton (1967) On theoretical sociology: Five 
essays, old and new: Including 
part 1 of Social theory and social 
structure (1.306 - 02.03.2019) 

The book contains a systematic 
statement of the theoretical foundations 
and framework of functional sociology 
with a functional analysis of social 
structures. The book describes middle 
range theory, which is defined as 
“theories that lie between the minor but 
necessary working hypotheses that 
evolve in abundance during day-to-day 
research and the all-inclusive systematic 
efforts to develop a unified theory that 
will explain all the observed 
uniformities of social behavior, social 
organization and social change.” 

Theory types, 
especially middle 
range theory  

SOC Neuman (2014) Social Research Methods: 
Quantitative and Qualitative 
Methods (27.403 - 12.03.2019) 

A classic textbook about social science 
research. The book has several chapters 
related to meta-theory with theory 
structure and theory types. The book 
also defines several meta-theoretical 
concepts. 

Theory types Theory building 

SOC Reynolds (1971) A primer in theory construction 
(1.066 - 11.03.2019) 

Scientific knowledge provides: (1) a 
method of organizing and categorizing 
“things,” a typology, (2) predictions of 
future events, (3) explanations of past 
events, (4) a sense of understanding 
about what causes events, and (5) the 
potential for control of events. 

Theory types  

SOC Stinchcombe (1968) Constructing social theories 
(2906 - 15.03.2019) 

The book presents a range of strategies 
for constructing theories and how they 
can be applied. It is argued that theories  

Theory construction 
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Appendix B. – Deconstructing classical papers 

Prescriptive theory  

Gantt, H.L. (1913). Work, Wages, and Profits. The Engineering Magazine, New York.Clark, W., 1922. The Gantt Chart: A Working Tool of Management. The Ronald Press Company, 
New York. 
Core theory 
component 

Description 

Purpose and 
boundaries  

• Gantt developed visualization tools that allowed forepersons and workers to check the current productivity level of each employee and see which 
employees were under- or over-performing. The idea was to monitor and reduce the idle time and increase personal accountability for levels of pro-
ductivity. The productivity of each employee was recorded across time in a tabulated system, and it acted as motivation and a control mechanism (Geraldi 
& Lechter, 2012: 580)  

• Clark (1922: 139) outlines the benefits of Gantt charts: (1) a simple and effective method of planning work, (2) a way of presenting facts so that they can be 
easily understood, (3) a means of eliminating idleness and waste, and (4) a method of ensuring that tasks are completed on time.  

• The original boundary condition was that Gantt charts were used for labor management and repetitive operations. The use of Gantt charts started in textile 
industries and was later in mechanical industries from machine shops to metal-working and locomotive-building plants (Gantt, 1913: 4). 

Concepts  • Gantt charts are a complex and composed concept.  
• The basic Gantt charts used the following concepts: time, calendar (days, weeks, months), work (e.g., quantity), task, individuals, progress, reasons for 

performance falls, responsibility for success or failure, and causes and effects (Clark, 1922: 3–8). 
Relationships  • The basic Gantt chart shows work associated with weeks; that is, produce 100 pieces this week and 150 the following week. The more advanced Gantt 

chart, titled “the man record chart” describes employees associated with days and reasons for falling behind schedule (e.g., A for absent and L for slow 
operator) (Clark, 1922). 

Representations  • Text, tables, and many forms of graphical charts 
Predictive statements  • Not directly present, but MacNeice (1951: 130) describes an experiment with 300 management students who were given a shop With the Gantt chart, 

however, virtually all the students were able to develop an effective solution (Wilson, 2003: 433) 
Prescriptive 

statements  
• The two books (Clark, 1922; Gantt, 1913) are filled with directions on “how to do something” with very detailed instructions. 

Philosophy  • Not explicitly stated 
Methodology  • Not explicitly stated 
Quality  • The theoretical and practical importance of the Gantt chart is enormous, and “we can hardly imagine project management practice or training without it” 

(Geraldi & Lechter, 2012: 578).  
• It has influenced both operations research (Wilson, 2003) and project management research for decades (Geraldi & Lechter, 2012; Morris, 2013) 

Related research  • Gantt was a close associate of Frederick W. Taylor and an advocate of scientific management, and his visualization tool for production planning appeared 
alongside Taylor’s Shop Management in 1903 and was an integral, necessary, and critical component of Taylor’s system (Wilson, 2003: 430).  

• The Gantt chart is perceived as a universal visualization tool which can be used in all kinds of projects, but this is questioned by Geraldi and Lechter 
(2012), who showed that the Gantt chart is based on principles that are not valid for all projects. The use of visual artifacts like “Gantt charts” to represent 
time is said to embody objectivist mono-temporal assumptions (Yakura, 2002)  

Descriptive theory  

Lundin, R.A., Söderholm, A. (1995). A theory of the temporary organization. Scandinavian Journal of Management, 11(4), 437–455. 
Core theory 
component 

Description 

Purpose and 
boundaries  

• The purpose of the paper is to present a framework for understanding and analyzing temporary organizations “from the inside.” The theory is developed 
around two sets of concepts: basic concepts and sequencing concepts. The basic concepts are almost axiomatic and provide a foundation on which any 
discussion of temporary organizations has to rest. The sequencing concepts, on the other hand, provide a conceptualization of how temporary 
organizations are developed from their initial creation to their termination (p. 450).  

• The boundaries are related to permanent organizations, which are more naturally defined by goals (rather than tasks), survival (rather than time), 
working organizations (rather than teams), and production processes and continual development (rather than transition) (p. 439). 

Concepts  • A temporary organization is an overall complex concept explained by four more basic concepts: time, task, team, and transition (p. 450).  
• Action is the essence of temporary organizations, explained by four sequencing concepts, action-based entrepreneurialism, fragmentation for commitment 

building, planned isolation, and institutionalized termination (p. 445). 
Relationships  • Example of relationships, the time, task, team, and transition aspects of the temporary organization, are related to each other. The definition of a task may 

put limits on time; likewise, time limits may disqualify certain tasks (p. 450). 
Representations  • Words, diagrams, and tables, e.g., “Interrelatedness of the basic concepts in the theory of temporary organizations” (p. 451). 
Predictive statements  • The paper does not include predictive statements, explained as follows: “Although it is not the purpose of this article to suggest a general, systematic and 

directly testable framework, we do propose some basic subsets of theories and concepts of temporary organizations, in the same vein as Cyert and March’s 
(1963) discussion of the behavioral theory of the firm” (p. 437). 

(continued on next page) 

Table 4 (continued ) 

Discipline Reference Title (Google citations) Brief description Structure of theory 
(types, classifications, 
elements) 

Theorization activities (theory 
building, etc.) 

should not be invented in the 
abstract—or applied a priori to a 
problem—but should be dictated by the 
nature of the data to be explained. 

SOC Thorpe (2018) Social theory for social work: 
ideas and applications (2 – 
17.02.2019) 

Anatomy of social theory: Concepts and 
ideas, the ontological dimension, the 
epistemological dimension, and the 
normative dimension. 

Structure of theory   
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(continued ) 

Lundin, R.A., Söderholm, A. (1995). A theory of the temporary organization. Scandinavian Journal of Management, 11(4), 437–455. 
Core theory 
component 

Description 

Prescriptive 
statements  

• Not present directly 

Philosophy  • Not explicitly stated 
Methodology  • Not explicitly stated 
Quality  • The theory of temporary organizations is expressed quite parsimoniously with four basic concepts and four sequencing concepts.  

• The paper has 1786 citations in total, with an impressive 17 citations for 2021 and 144 citations in 2020 (counted in March 2021), which show the paper’s 
theoretical importance. 

Related research  • The literature on temporary organizations can be traced back to the 1960s and 1970s (Bennis, 1973; Goodman & Goodman, 1976; Miles, 1964; Moore, 
1963).  

• There are newer reviews of temporary organizations (Bakker, 2010; Burke & Morley, 2016) showing that they are a central concept in the project 
management discipline as well as other disciplines.  

Predictive theory  

Pinto, J.K., Prescott, J.E., 1988. Variations in critical success factors over the stages in the project life cycle. Journal of Management, 14(1), 5–18. 
Core theory 
component 

Description 

Purpose and 
boundaries  

• The objective of this study is to combine the research on critical success factors (CSFs) with project life cycle research to determine the relative importance 
of CSFs through different stages of projects (p. 6).  

• Boundary: The distribution of projects is 180 construction; 40 hardware, equipment, or appliance development; 57 food, drug, or soft goods development; 
60 new or improved software development; 12 serve or test; 13 feasibility study; 17 departmental reorganization or move to a new facility; and 29 
miscellaneous (p. 10).  

• Limitations: Large complex projects are not part of this study, and the study’s results may not apply. An example is “design and construction of a nuclear 
power facility,” which is often surrounded by constraints that can modify the critical success factors and normal progression through the project life cycle 
(p. 16). 

Concepts  • Project success as a complex concept (dependent variable).  
• Critical success factors: project mission, top management support, project schedule/plan, client consultation, personnel, technical tasks, client acceptance, 

monitoring and feedback, communication and trouble shooting.  
• Project life cycle: conceptualization, planning, execution, and termination. 

Relationships  • See predictive statements. 
Representations  • Words, tables, and mathematical expressions. 
Predictive statements  • Hypothesis 1: Each of the ten critical success factors will be significantly (p < .05) correlated with project success across the four stages of the life cycle (p. 

9).  
• Hypothesis 2: Project mission and client consultation are the dominant critical success factors during the conceptual stage of a project (p. 9).  
• Three further hypotheses are included but are not shown here. 

Prescriptive 
statements  

• Not present 

Philosophy  • Not explicitly stated 
Methodology  • Methodology chapter with data collection and data analysis 
Quality  • The paper has 1718 citations in total, with 10 citations in 2021 and 99 citations in 2020 (counted in March 2021), so the paper continues to influence 

scholars. 
Related research  • The paper refers back to studies conducted in the 1970s (Archibald & Russell, 1976; Jonason, 1971) and 1980s (Baker, Murphy & Fisher, 1983; Markus, 

1981) as well as the authors’ own work (Pinto & Slevin, 1987; Slevin & Pinto, 1986)  
• There is continued interest in critical success factors (Morris, 2013; Müller & Jugdev, 2012; Padalkar & Gopinath, 2016)  

Practice theory  

Cicmil et al. (2006). "Rethinking Project Management: Researching the Actuality of Projects." International Journal of Project Management 24(8): 675–686. 
Core theory 
component 

Description 

Purpose and 
boundaries  

• The aim of the paper is to formulate and map a strand of research within the project management field that adequately addresses the “actuality” of project 
based working and management…by proposing a framework for conceptualization of “project actuality” and how we understand it (p. 676).  

• We do not promote “actuality research” as a competing or privileged stream of thought to the more mainstream ones. We argue for it as an alternative lens 
through which new insights into projects and project management practice can be generated (p. 684). 

Concepts  • Conceptual considerations: Understanding lived experience of actors with actions, decisions, and behavior. Researching the actuality of projects consists 
of gathering, analyzing, and disseminating knowledge about people working in concert with things, technologies, and each other (p. 676).  

• Methodological considerations: (1) design as participative inquiry, (2) encourage to think more deeply about topics and implications, (3) aim for holistic 
and shared understanding of human action, and (4) encourage reflection (p. 677). 

Relationships  • The relationship between agency and structure (p. 675) requires a conscious effort to understand the interrelationship and inseparability between agency 
(individual behavior and action) and structure (organizational policies, procedures, and legitimized routines) in the context, rather than considering them 
as discrete and detached from each other (p. 677). 

Representations  • Words (an example is supported by tables) 
Predictive statements  • Not present 
Prescriptive 

statements  
• Not present 

Philosophy  • Pragmatism 
Methodology  • Not explicitly stated 
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(continued ) 

Cicmil et al. (2006). "Rethinking Project Management: Researching the Actuality of Projects." International Journal of Project Management 24(8): 675–686. 
Core theory 
component 

Description 

Quality  • The paper has 858 citations in total, with 9 citations in 2021 and 65 citations in 2020 (counted in March 2021), so the paper continues to influence 
scholars. 

Related research  • The paper draws on the sociology of management practice related to the Aristotelian term “phronesis”, which refers to a discipline that is pragmatic, 
variable, context dependent, and based on practical rationality (Clegg & Ross-Smith, 2003: 86), and the pragmatic philosophical orientation (Calori, 2002; 
Clegg & Ross-Smith, 2003; Wood, 2002) is an integrative part of praxis-based theory.  

• The paper has had a great influence on the development of practice theory (Blomquist et al., 2010; Hällgren & Söderholm, 2011) and pragmatist theories 
(Lalonde et al., 2010) connecting to the wider practice turn in management and many other disciplines.  
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